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Elite Force - Return2Mindfunk (mixes)
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Elite Force - Return2Mindfunk (Original DJ Edit, Vandal, Blende &
Double Black Mixes)
Used & Abused Recordings
OUT NOW ON VINYL & DOWNLOAD
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After the success of the first single, Used & Abused are back with a
hard-hitting second installment, and there's something for everyone
on this package.

M8 MAGAZINE *RECOMMENDED*

'Elite Force’s brand new label is only on its second release is
already leading the charge. For those who’ve been reading this breaks
page for a while will know how much I harped on about Lot 49 being
the most exciting new label when it launched but Shack’s Used &
Abused Imprint IS the new Lot 49, fucking fantastic! A breath of
fresh air for this scene that many would agree is getting as stale as
an old mans wee-stained pants. ‘Return…’ is a quality tech – driven
beast, with fat synths and a big overall sound but to be fair, as
much as the original is quality, it’s all about the three (yes count
‘em) PHAT remixes. First up Vandal goes more stomp heavy which is big
but it gets better, Double Black (who the hell are these chaps?) go
minimal techy on our ‘ass and deliver a fucking MASSIVE remix
bassline, proper wonky biznizz, whilst new-Swede-on-the-block Blende
(watch out for him) kills it with an uber heavy electro remix. Take
note people Used & Abused have just raised the bar in quality.'

The following stores should be stocking all Used & Abused releases:
Beatport.com
DJ Download
Juno Vinyl
Streetwise
3Beat Digital
Juno Digital

DJ REACTIONS

"Bang on the money - Top Stuff" 
"The Double Black mix of Elite Force You is still one of my
favourite tracks of this years and this is equally beautiful. Not too
overstated, just happy in it's own digital skin, wibbling away with
all manner of odd noises for company. Excellent stuff, love it."

"Brilliant follow up release. Massive support for the Vandal &
Blende mixes" 
"Love the Double Black mix! so dark n sexy!" 
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"Return to Mindfunk really reminds me of The Plumps and Trouble
Soup meeting at the gym for a steroid contest. This release is
blazing for the crossover kidz and should really knock some socks off
over this summers beach parties in Miami and Ibiza." 
"Double black remix - WOAH!!! sounds like an army of ants playing
table tennis on an ice rink. Love it. will be rinsing." 
"    This is amazing. A brilliant selection of styles and grooves
with a bit of something for everyone vibe to it. I cant pick just one
mix on this that stands out more than the others as they all stand
out. A brilliant release from a amazing label."
"The original is groovy a hell and builds up nicely (*applause*
SOOO good!!), and the Vandel mix is a chunky peak time monster, and
the Double Black Remix is AMAZING too, REA-HEE-HEAL-LY ideal for
dementedness." 
"yes, yes, yes massive release!! not sure which is my favorite
mix. Played the Blende mix at a massive Ministry of Sounds Session
party last week, 8000 people went made to it!!!" 
"Some great new music coming from Elite Force! Charting at 7."

Many thanks for all the support :)
sHack
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wikkked release :D
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